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AMBASSADOR OF UNESCO V. ROGER LACAN PROPOSED TO H. MORIN A
FORUM FOR CULTURE 
WITHIN WORLD FORUM NORMANDIE OF PEACE

Paris, Washington DC, 09.10.2020, 17:17 Time

USPA NEWS - Herve Morin (President of the Region Normandie) founder of World Normandy Peace Forum, headed with his buddy
co-founder (Vice President of the Region Normandie) Normandie) Francois Xavier Priollaud, kicked off the one of a kind, forum for
peace, usually, held on 6 June, as to mark the celebration of the D-Day in Normandy, on 1-2 October, due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
in this very particular context, the 3rd edition of World Normandy Forum for Peace « there is no white year to build peace » Herve
Morin declared as he introduced the forum for Peace, and thanking all the organisers who made this event possible despite the
sanitary constraints due to the COVID-19 outbreak. This year, the forum's theme is targeting new threats, whether climatic, social or
technological and how to revert conflicts simultaneously with a larger topic to be practically tackled over the Women and their
resilience as they face conflict and set up capacity building for healing the victims.

VERONIQUE ROGER LACAN AMBASSADOR OF UNESCO PROPOSED TO HERVE MORIN A PARTNERSHIP WITHIN WNFP
OVER CULTURE
During The second day of debate of the World Normandy Peace Forum held at the Abbaye-aux-Dames in Caen, on 1-2 October, 20,
Veronique Roger-Lacan, Ambassador, Permanent Delegate of France to UNESCO, proposed to Herve Morin, the creation within the
Normandy Forum for Peace, a multinational event for education, culture and science, at the conclusion of the plenary conference
"Technological revolutions: for better or for war ».-----------------------------------------------------------
We had lunch yesterday, among UNESCO ambassadors, and I would like to thank Thank you to Mr. Herve Morin, President of the
Normandy Region, who mobilizes the public around Peace. »Declared Veronique Roger-Lacan, Ambassador, Permanent Delegate of
France to UNESCO. She then explains the role of culture alongside those involved in justice to ensure peace: “Jean Marc Vigilant
spoke of three areas of confrontation, and of defending human dignity through culture and justice and of avoiding new threats. We
have to take ownership of the negotiation of peace between diplomacy and states "insisted Veronique Roger-Lacan, Ambassador
Permanent Delegate of France to UNESCO.

Veronique Roger-Lacan then ends with the announcement of a future partnership between the Normandy Peace Forum and UNESCO
“This idea of “‹“‹sharing with you the discussion of culture and the need for universalism promotion of these principles constitutive of
the United Nations, come as vectors of peace and stability and maintenance of security with Francois Xavier Priollaud. Create here a
world forum for education and culture and science cmm vector of stability and security “�. Veronique Roger-Lacan is already talking
about her active participation in 2021, in the 4th edition of the Normandy Peace Forum: "I invite myself next year to suggest
something"-------------------------------------------------------------
Herve Morin, the President of the Region accepted and welcomed this proposal »: « We talk, too often, of peace, security and stability
by means of military actions or negotiations, but it is in the classroom, in cinemas, theaters and in all the spaces of culture and sharing
that we create the peace. Together we must find a way to ensure that culture, education and science are, as they are referred to in
UNESCO's constitution, vectors of peace, security and stability. This is why, with François-Xavier Priollaud, Vice-President of the
Normandy Region in charge of Europe and international affairs, we had the idea of “‹“‹creating a multinational event for education,
culture and science, including civil societies and public authorities which will take place here in Normandy in the framework of the next
editions of the Normandy Peace Forum “�declared Véronique Roger-Lacan, Ambassador, Permanent Delegate of France to
UNESCO.
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